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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a virtual services marketplace, called Nubo, designed to connect buyers of virtual services 
(or tenants) with providers of those services on a cloud computing platform. The marketplace is implemented as a collection of 
distributed microservices along with a marketplace portal that runs as a Web application. The heart of Nubo is the Saranyu 
tenant and service management microservice. Saranyu is a decentralized application (dApp) built on top of the J.P. Morgan 
Quorum blockchain. Tenant and service accounts are represented as static (nonnegotiable) smart contracts written in the 
Solidity language. Quorum provides a tamper evident and tamper resistant distributed ledger, whereby multiple cloud and 
service providers can co-operate to provide service resources to tenants in a trustworthy fashion. Services offer resources 
consisting of a collection of attributes describing what the tenant can consume, and tenants subscribe to service resources 
through the Nubo Marketplace portal. The Service Manager microservice provides multitenant support for containerized 
services built for deployment and orchestration using Docker that were originally not designed to be managed through Saranyu. 
We discuss our design goals for Nubo, describe the overall architecture, discuss some details on how Saranyu uses the 
blockchain and smart contracts, and provide comprehensive performance and scalability data measured on the Saranyu REST 
API. The results indicate Saranyu is competitive with published results for comparable operations on the Havana release of 
OpenStack Keystone, but Saranyu provides a much richer collection of tenant and service management functionality than 
Keystone. 
Index Terms—cloud computing, service delivery platform, blockchain, smart contracts, Solidity 
——————————      —————————— 
1 INTRODUCTION
UBLIC cloud computing platforms support sophisti-
cated tenant and service management systems coupled 
with service deployment and charging, whereby service 
providers can offer their services to third party customers 
and be compensated for them. These systems are unique 
to the public cloud platform on which they are imple-
mented, and a deployment on one public cloud provider is 
not portable to another. They are also monolithic and 
opaque, so dispute resolution is dependent on the good-
will of the cloud provider, whereas service provisioning in 
regulated markets such as health care requires that the 
public cloud provider implement specialized procedures. In 
all cases, the public cloud provider acts as a trust interme-
diary between the service provider and the tenant.  
In contrast, the open source identity management sys-
tem OpenStack Keystone [1] has an open REST API that 
manages tenant interactions with the compute/network-
ing/storage services provided by OpenStack. However, the 
APIs have no provision for third party service offerings.  Us-
age tracking, charging, and billing are handled by separate 
and proprietary systems. While Keystone does provide for 
federated identity management [2],  configuring and ad-
ministering a federated cloud is complex, and how dispute 
 
1 “Nubo” is the Esperanto word for “cloud”. 
resolution would work is unclear. For federated OpenStack 
cloud deployments, there is no clear trust intermediary, as 
a dispute may involve multiple cloud providers. 
In this paper, we describe the Nubo1 virtual services mar-
ketplace. The idea behind Nubo is to provide a trustworthy 
marketplace on which various service providers, including 
cloud service providers, can co-operatively offer their ser-
vices in a distributed fashion, even if they compete on the 
service offerings themselves. The platform should not re-
quire any organization to act as a trust intermediary, but 
rather trust should derive from the platform itself. Remov-
ing the need for trusted intermediaries should simplify dis-
pute resolution and regulatory actions and reduce costs. 
These properties naturally led to using a blockchain as the 
basis for the tenant and service management system be-
hind the platform.  
In the next section, we discuss our design goals for 
Nubo. Section 3 describes the overall architecture and pro-
vides some details on the platform components other than 
tenant and service management. Section 4 drills down on 
the Saranyu2 [3] tenant and service manager in detail and 
includes a subsection on performance and scalability. In 
Section 5, we review previous work while Section 6 summa-
rizes the paper and outlines possible future work. 
2 DESIGN GOALS 
The original motivation for Nubo was to provide tenant and 
service management for a next generation cloud com-
pute/networking/storage management system imple-
mented based on single system image (SSI) [4][5][6] princi-
ples for cloud. In our SSI for cloud architecture, rather than 
2 Saranyu is the name of the Hindu goddess of the clouds. 
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a centralized management plane, cloud management is 
provided by a collection of distributed agents managing 
resources on individual Linux servers to present an abstrac-
tion to the developer of the data center as a single machine. 
Using a blockchain and smart contracts rather than a cen-
tralized database to provide tenant and service manage-
ment seemed a natural match with the SSI for cloud archi-
tecture, since the blockchain itself is inherently distributed. 
The initial implementation of the compute service based on 
an SSI for cloud architecture, called Nefele3 [7], is one of the 
first services offered through the Nubo platform. However, 
in the process of working on the design, we realized that 
the trust properties of blockchain were an even more pow-
erful motivation for using blockchain as the basis of a cloud 
tenant and service management system.  
The standard procedure for public cloud service provid-
ers is to offer a specific collection of cloud services from 
which the tenant chooses and then pays as they use the 
service. Many cloud providers also offer extensive “free 
tier” services for which the tenant pays nothing but instead 
has a limit or quota of how much of the service they can 
use per month, before they need to pay. Terms and condi-
tions are fixed and non-negotiable. In a smart contract it is 
possible for these terms and conditions to be modified 
based on negotiations between a user and a provider. 
Smart contracts can in principle digitally facilitate, verify, or 
enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract be-
tween the user and the provider, by making the terms and 
conditions of the contract more visible to both the user and 
provider.  
In addition, blockchain technology provides a way of al-
lowing parties in financial and other transactions to trust 
each other without involving any intermediaries because 
transactions are tamper-evident and tamper-resistant [8], 
therefore providing non-repudiation. While intermediaries 
can facilitate transactions if everything runs smoothly, they 
add cost and can be problematic in disputes or in regulated 
markets where a regulatory authority may need to 
 
3 Nefele is the name of the Greek goddess of the clouds. 
periodically audit transactions. Blockchains can be permis-
sion-less (i.e., public) and per-missioned (i.e., private). The 
advantage of the latter, especially for users, is that it brings 
in an additional layer of access control ensuring that only 
authorized parties can view the transactions stored in the 
blockchain. 
We therefore pivoted toward a design that could also 
support VM and containerized service deployments on ex-
isting cloud platforms, in addition to the SSI for cloud plat-
form. We added two additional services deployed in the 
OpenStack cluster of the Ericsson Research Datacenter 
(ERDC) along with the distributed compute service Nefele 
- a serverless function service that uses the fast DAL key-
value store [9] for communication and the Berkeley RiseLab 
Ray [10] high-performance distributed execution frame-
work for implementing large-scale machine learning appli-
cations. 
The design goals for Nubo, both for basic cloud com-
pute/network/storage services as well as for third party ser-
vices built on top, are the following: 
 Handle tenant and service identity and authentication 
when a tenant logs into Nubo or a service boots up a 
new instance. 
 Allow services to advertise resource offerings to ten-
ants, and for tenants to subscribe to the offerings. 
 Provide tenants with proof of authorization for the ser-
vices, so tenants can only utilize the services to which 
they have subscribed, and services can record per ten-
ant usage. 
 Collect service resource usage information for tenants, 
and periodically perform settlement by invoking an 
outside settlement processor (cryptocurrency account, 
credit card provider, etc.).  
 Provide a convenient user portal available through a 
Web browser by which tenants can easily get to their 
service subscriptions. 
 Allow multiple cloud service providers and software 
service providers to list their infrastructure / platform / 
 
Fig. 1. Overview of the Nubo reference architecture. 
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software services in the marketplace. 
Note that while the proprietary tenant and service man-
agement systems of the public cloud providers all fulfill the 
first 5 goals, they do not fulfill the 6th. Also, OpenStack Key-
stone handles 1 and 3, but only for basic compute/network-
ing/storage services and not for third party services. 
3 NUBO REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE  
The Nubo reference architecture is shown in Fig. 1 and con-
sists of the following four parts: 
 The Nubo portal, a Web application that runs in a 
browser and provides the tenant/user with a conven-
ient interface to the services registered with the 
Saranyu tenant and service management system, 
 The Saranyu dApp that implements the tenant and ser-
vice management REST API as a microservice and com-
municates with the Quorum blockchain, 
 The Quorum blockchain microservice that records the 
tenant and service smart contracts, the service re-
source offerings, and the service contracts for tenant 
subscriptions, 
 The Cassandra [11] distributed NoSQL database that 
stores bulk service usage data for reporting and billing, 
 The Service Manager, a microservice which handles the 
Saranyu service REST API for services that were not de-
signed to be multitenant. 
In the following subsections we briefly describe the Nubo 
Marketplace portal, the Service Manager, and Quorum. 
Saranyu is described in Section 4 in more detail. 
3.1  Nubo Marketplace Portal 
The Nubo Marketplace portal is a Javascript application 
written using the Angular toolkit implementation of Erics-
son’s Brand 2.0 UI look and feel[12].  A tenant establishes 
an account and logs in through a login page where a public 
key is used to identify the tenant to Saranyu. The tenant 
must also provide access to a private key that is used to 
sign service subscription contracts and messages to 
Saranyu; however, the private key never leaves the user’s 
device. The portal consists of three basic panels:  
 A summarized overview dashboard panel, an example 
of which is shown in Fig. 2, where the tenant’s subscrip-
tions are listed and from which the tenant can access 
the service through a service URL or delete their sub-
scription,  
 A detailed per service dashboard panel where the ten-
ant can view the attribute usage and charges, if  
any, for the service, 
 A panel where the tenant can subscribe to new services 
through a three-step process.  
In addition, an experimental version of Nubo features a bill-
ing panel where a tenant can look at their current and past 
bills. 
To subscribe to a service, the tenant first clicks on the 
new service panel menu item, and a list of services comes 
up to which the tenant can subscribe. The tenant then clicks 
on a service for a display of the service resources. A service 
can offer multiple tiers of service as multiple resources, like 
a free tier with limited attribute consumption, or different 
levels of paid tiers where the tenant needs to pay for attrib-
ute consumption. The tenant selects a resource, confirms 
the selection, and the Nubo UI calls through to the Saranyu 
 
Fig. 2. Example Nubo summarized overview dashboard. 
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Tenant REST API to generate a subscription. If the subscrip-
tion completes successfully, the tenant can then access the 
service through the service URL.  
3.2 Service Manager 
Many services were not originally implemented to be mul-
titenant. If the service is packaged using Docker containers, for 
isolation, and deployed and orchestrated using Docker, then 
the Service Manager can provide multitenant support and in-
tegration with Saranyu with minimal modification to the ser-
vice code.  
Fig. 3 provides a more detailed view of the Service Man- 
ager architecture. Each type of service is deployed in a sepa-
rate VM with a Service Manager instance handling the mul-
titenant control plane connection back to/from Saranyu and 
the callback URL from Saranyu. The Service Manager takes 
care of creating the service’s account in Saranyu, and register-
ing the service resource offering, which requires the Service 
Manager to handle the service’s public/private key pair for 
registering in Saranyu, in order to sign the service offering. The 
service instances are deployed in separate Docker containers, 
one for each tenant, and they handle the service URLs for the 
tenants on separate ports. In general, Saranyu notifies the ser-
vice when a new tenant subscribes to or unsubscribes from a 
service in order that the service can manage resources.  If the 
Service Manager is handling the Saranyu control plane 
connection, it takes the callback on the service’s behalf, and 
must arrange for the service’s resource manager to be noti-
fied. The service URL is how the tenant accesses the service 
from the Nubo portal. More details on the callback and service 
URLs can be found in Section 4.3. 
Saranyu implements a “push” model for usage data collec-
tion, where the service must push its usage data to Saranyu 
over a REST call. For services that were not developed with 
Saranyu in mind, the Service Manager instead implements a 
“pull” model, where usage data is collected from wherever the 
service happens to make it available. Some services may in-
clude code for fine grained metrics collection and recording 
to a key-value store (KVS) or database, while for others, usage 
collection may depend on Linux cgroups or other statistics. 
The Service Manager handles this with a plug-in architecture, 
as shown in Fig. 3.  
3.3 Quorum 
Quorum [15] is an open source port of the public permission-
less Ethereum distributed ledger system to a permissioned 
setting, where nodes need to be whitelisted to join the 
Quorum network. As such, Quorum inherits the order-execute 
architecture of Ethereum, where transactions are first ordered 
and broadcast to each node then executed on the nodes. 
However, because only whitelisted nodes can join the net-
work, the distributed consensus protocol need not be partially 
 
Fig. 3. Details of the Service Manager architecture. 
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Byzantine fault tolerant but only crash fault tolerant, a some-
what weaker criterion that does not cover traitors but is much 
faster and requires a minimum network size of only three 
nodes rather than four as is the case for partially Byzantine 
fault tolerance. Quorum features pluggable consensus, and 
Saranyu uses the RAFT algorithm [16] which is crash fault tol-
erant. Smart contract execution is handled by the Ethereum 
Virtual Machine (EVM) running in the Go-ethereum (geth) ser-
vice, exactly like in the public Ethereum network, except no 
cryptocurrency (gas) is required to execute smart contract 
code.  
Just like the Ethereum public network, Quorum has two 
kinds of accounts: external accounts and contract accounts. 
External accounts belong to some external entity like a person 
or a company, are controlled by a public key, and can trigger 
transactions. Contract accounts have code associated with 
them (smart contracts), and the code can be triggered by calls 
from other contracts or from an external account. The code 
can execute arbitrarily complex operations but can only read 
and write state from and to the blockchain. 
Quorum has been in production use since 2016 and is quite 
stable, which is why we chose it as the basis for Saranyu. Re-
cent benchmarking has shown that Quorum can be tuned to 
achieve over 1600 tps [19] which is sufficient for our applica-
tion, as the performance data in Section 4.6 should demon-
strate. 
4 SARANYU TENANT AND SERVICE MANAGER 
As shown in Fig. 1, Saranyu is the heart of Nubo and pro-
vides tenant and service management for the marketplace. 
The Saranyu Javascript dApp code handles communication 
through REST APIs with the tenants, services, and settle-
ment processors handling different sorts of payment cre-
dentials while on the backend, the Web3 SDK [13] calls into 
Solidity smart contract objects in Quorum.  
4.1 Functional Architecture 
In overall operation, Saranyu works as shown in Fig. 5. In 
the current prototype, only one external account exists on 
the Quorum blockchain, corresponding to the Saranyu 
dApp for a single cloud provider. Tenants and services hold 
contract accounts that contain smart contracts enforcing 
the terms of their accounts.  
In Step 1, tenants establish accounts in Saranyu through 
the Nubo Marketplace portal, providing the following basic 
identifying information: the tenant name, an email address 
and mobile phone number for contact, a charging creden-
tial which is simulated in the prototype by an Ethereum ac-
count address on a privately deployed Ethereum block-
chain, and the public key part of a public/private key pair 
generated with the ECC256 algorithm used by Ethereum 
[20]. Tenant accounts are only identified by their public 
keys. Tenants authenticate with Saranyu through the Nubo 
UI using their public key and a message signed with their 
private key, and are issued a time limited JSON Web Token 
(JWT) [21] which is self-validating, indicating their right to 
subscribe to services and access the services to which they 
have subscribed. 
Likewise in Step 1, services also establish accounts by 
registering the following through the Saranyu REST API: the 
service name; a JSON document containing resource offer-
ings to which tenants can subscribe in a format described 
in Section 4.3; a callback URL where Saranyu can post a no-
tification when a new tenant subscribes or an existing ten-
ant unsubscribes; a service URL which the Nubo Market-
place portal can display for tenants to click through on 
when they want to access the service; a settlement account 
identifier where tenant charges for resource usage can be 
paid, likewise simulated with the private chain Ethereum 
 
Fig. 4. Quorum architecture including Constellation private blockchain [14]. 
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account number; and a public key. Service accounts are 
also only identified by their public keys. The service re-
sources are delegated to Saranyu using the grant-delega-
tion model described in Section 4.4, so Saranyu can sub-
delegate them to tenants. 
In Step 2, the Nubo portal displays the services and their 
resources available to the tenant by querying Saranyu. The 
tenant selects a service resource and clicks through the 
subscription process to subscribe. When a new tenant sub-
scribes to a service (or cancels an existing subscription by 
unsubscribing), the service receives a callback on its service 
URL including the resource to which the tenant has sub-
scribed. It is then up to the service to control tenant re-
source usage to ensure that any quota is enforced. The ser-
vice can reject the subscription if insufficient resources are 
available to fulfill it. Saranyu does not insert itself into the 
service API calls or resource usage tracking to avoid a costly 
outcall to a network service in the middle of what could be 
a performance sensitive resource allocation operation.  
In Step 3, the tenant clicks through from the Nubo portal 
on the service URL to access the service. The Nubo portal 
includes the tenant’s authorization JWT in the parameters 
to the service URL. A service must check the JWT’s validity, 
and if there is any concern about the possibility of a token 
being stolen, then the service must require the tenant to 
use HTTPS and check that the signature on the HTTPS mes-
sage and on the token are from the same key. Additionally, 
services requiring any further authorization must arrange 
for that themselves. For example, if a service has different 
types of access for different classes of tenants, like employ-
ees with different roles in an organization, then the service 
URL should link to a service-specific login page where the 
tenant needs to provide additional credentials. As the ten-
ant uses the service, it accumulates charges for resource 
attributes that the service has marked as chargeable (called 
metrics) and runs up quota on attributes which are quota 
limited. The service reports usage on a per tenant basis to 
Saranyu, and Saranyu stores usage records into the Cassan-
dra distributed NoSQL database system [11]. A signed hash 
 
4 We originally stored the usage data directly in Quorum but the perfor-
mance of bulk data storage directly into the blockchain was insufficient. 
of the records is deposited in the blockchain, to ensure 
tamper-proofness and non-repudiation4. Tenants can ob-
tain a service specific dashboard view of their resource us-
age in the Nubo Marketplace portal. 
Services include an attribute that specifies a charging in-
terval in their resource description documents, which also 
covers metrics. Payment in the current prototype is handled 
manually, the tenant must transfer cryptocurrency from 
their wallet on the private Ethereum blockchain to the ser-
vice’s wallet. Saranyu listens for the payment operation on 
Ethereum (by registering an event handler for the payment 
event) and marks the bill as paid. A tenant can also obtain 
a list of current and past bills through the Nubo Market-
place portal. The design accommodates alternative pay-
ment options (credit card billing for example) though none 
are currently implemented [3]. 
4.2 Saranyu REST API 
The Saranyu REST API consists of three generic group-
ings of calls: 
 Calls used by services to register, deregister, and report 
tenant resource usage, labelled “Saranyu Service REST” 
in Fig. 1,  
 Calls used by the Nubo portal on behalf of the tenant 
to create and delete a tenant account, to subscribe or 
unsubscribe to a service, to query for service resource 
usage, and to fetch a bill, labelled “Saranyu Tenant 
REST” in Fig. 1, 
 Calls involving billing, mainly by the Nubo portal to 
register a payment. In the current prototype, there are 
no explicit calls to settlement processors because the 
experimental cryptocurrency billing implementation 
requires the tenant to take care of that by hand, but 
this may be automated in the future. This API is la-
belled “Saranyu Settlement REST” in Fig. 1. 
The following subsections have high level descriptions of 
these calls. 
 
Fig. 5. Saranyu functional architecture, showing tenant, service, and billing actions. 
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4.2.1 Saranyu Service REST API 
The Saranyu service REST API consists of the following calls: 
 /services POST – register a new service with Saranyu. 
Parameters include a public key for the service; a 
signed JWT with the array of resource descriptions (see 
next section); and a JWT with the callback URL where 
Saranyu can call to tell the service about a new regis-
tration or unregistration, the service URL, which con-
tains a link to the service’s Web application, and the 
service’s Ethereum account for payment. Creates a new 
service smart contract object for the service and puts 
it on the list of active services. 
 /services/{id} DELETE – delete a service registration. 
The service can either include its public key in the end-
point designation or as a parameter. Deletes the ser-
vice’s smart contract object from the list of active ser-
vices. 
 /authentication POST – Return a JWT allowing the 
service to access Saranyu. Parameters include the ser-
vice public key, a string identifying that the authenti-
cation is for a service, and a JWT with a not-too-skewed 
timestamp signed by the service to validate the public 
key identity. 
 /usage/metrics POST – send a record of chargeable 
resource attributes (metrics) to Saranyu for the usage 
period. Parameters include the service’s public key and 
a signed JWT for the metrics record. 
 /usage/quota POST – send a record of quota limited 
resource attributes to Saranyu for the usage period. 
Parameters include the service’s public key and a JWT 
for the quota record. 
4.2.2 Saranyu Tenant REST API 
The Saranyu tenant REST API consists of the tollowing calls: 
 /tenants POST – Create a new smart contract object 
for the tenant and register on the list of active tenants. 
Parameters include the tenant’s public key, used as the 
account identifier, contact information (name, phone 
number, email address), and payment credential (cur-
rently only an Ethereum account number is allowed). 
 /tenants/{id} DELETE – Remove the tenant’s smart 
contract object from the list of active tenants. The ten-
ant’s public key is used to identify the account and can 
be either appended to the endpoint or included as a 
parameter. 
 /tenants/{id} GET - Return the information for the 
tenant identified by either the id appended to the end-
point name or included as a parameter. 
 /authentication POST – Return a JWT allowing the 
Nubo portal to access Saranyu on behalf of the tenant. 
Parameters include the tenant public key, a string iden-
tifying that the authentication is for a tenant, and a 
JWT with a not-too-skewed timestamp signed by the 
tenant to validate the public key identity. 
 /grants POST – Request a grant of service attributes. 
Parameters include the service public key, the tenant’s 
public key, a string containing the name of the resource 
type, and a requested duration and number of allowed 
subdelegations (see Section 4.4 for more information 
on the grant-delegation resource consumption 
model). The return includes a JWT signed by Saranyu 
with the grant, along with a JSON document describ-
ing the grant. 
 /delegations POST – Request a delegation of service 
attributes. Parameters include the grantor (typically 
Saranyu’s) public key, the JWT signed by the grantor 
returned by the /grants call, the tenant public key, a 
JWT signed by the tenant with the JSON document for 
the grant, a string containing the name of the resource 
type, and a requested duration and number of allowed 
subdelegations (see Section 4.4 for more information 
on the grant-delegation resource consumption 
model). 
 /delegations GET – Request a list of delegations 
matching the public key of the tenant passed as a pa-
rameter. 
 /delegations DELETE – Delete a resource delegation 
corresponding to the service, tenant, and resource 
name passed as parameters. 
 /usage/metrics GET – return a metrics report for the 
tenant’s usage of the resource over a given period. Pa-
rameters include the service’s public key, the tenant’s 
public key, the resource name, a string indicating 
whether a consolidated or detailed report is desired, 
and two optional parameters indicating the starting 
and ending timestamp of the period. 
 /usage/quota GET – return a quota attributes report 
resource-definition = 
"resource" ":" "{" 
  "name" ":" string "," 
  "simple_attributes" ":" "[" attr-def-list "]" "," 
  "renewable_quota_attributes" ":" "[" quota-attr-def-list "]" "," 
  "nonrenewable_quota_attributes" ":" "[" quota-attr-def-list "]" "," 
  "metrics" ":" "[" metric-def-list "]" "," 
  "usage_tracking_interval" ":" number "," # in seconds 
  "charging_interval" ":" number # in seconds 
"}" 
attr-def-list = attr-def attr-def* 
attr-def = 
"{" "name" ":" string "," 
    "value" ":" string "," 
    "description" ":" string 
"}" 
quota-attr-def-list = quota-attr-def quota-attr-def* 
quota-attr-def = 
"{" "name" ":" string "," 
   "unit" ":" string ","   
    "quota" ":" number "," 
    "description" ":" string 
"}" 
metric-def-list = metric-def metric-def* 
metric-def = 
"{" "name" ":" string "," 
    "unit" ":" string "," 
    "rate" ":" number "," 
    "currency" ":" three-letter-currency-symbol "," 
    "description" ":" string 
"}" 
#internationally recognized currency symbol, like USD, EUR, BTC, etc. 
three-letter-currency-symbol = string  
string = #collection of Unicode or ASCII characters  
 
Fig. 6. BNF for JSON resource description  
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for the tenant’s usage of the resource. Parameters in-
clude the service’s public key, the tenant’s public key, 
and the resource name. 
 /billing/bills GET – return list of bills matching the 
URL parameters. Parameters include the service public 
key, the tenant public key, name of the resource type, 
and additional parameters indicating whether the bill 
should be for a specific time period, or identifying the 
bill by an id, and whether the bill has been paid or not. 
4.2.3 Saranyu Settlement REST API  
This API has only one call in it, /billing/payment POST, and 
it is made by the Nubo portal acting as the settlement 
agent to register a payment verification with Saranyu. Us-
ing the current crypocurrency charging mechanism, it 
causes Saranyu to listen to the private Ethereum blockchain 
for a deposit to the service’s Ethereum account. When 
Saranyu detects the payment, it marks the bill as paid. The 
parameters are the service and tenant public keys, name of 
the resource, id of the bill being paid, and details of the 
payment, i.e. whether it is in ether and if so, how much. 
4.3 Service Resource Description 
Saranyu supports a JSON service resource description al-
lowing services to advertise their resource offerings to ten-
ants. Fig. 6 contains a BNF for the resource description.   
 A resource description has two required attributes, the 
charging interval and the usage tracking interval. The us-
age tracking interval gives the time, in seconds, during 
which the service usage is measured. At the end of the us-
age tracking interval, the service sends resource usage rec-
ords to Saranyu. The charging interval attribute is the time, 
in seconds, before Saranyu totals up the charges for the 
resource and calculates a bill.  
A resource description can also have four types of ser-
vice defined attributes: 
 Simple attributes, which provide a single unstructured 
value. An example is a fixed 20 GB ephemeral disk size 
of a VM offered by a free tier service. 
 Renewable quota attributes, which are renewed after 
the expiration of the charging interval. If tenant usage 
hits the quota, the tenant needs to wait until the quota 
renews before using more. An example is 2000 of CPU 
seconds per charging period. 
 Nonrenewable quota attributes, which are absolute 
limits on the amount of resource the tenant can use. 
An example is a quota of 10 VMs maximum. 
 Metrics, which have a charge attached to them. Usage 
is metered, and the charge totaled up at the end of the 
charging period for billing. 
 
4.4 Resource Consumption Model and Protocol 
Saranyu utilizes a two-step grant-delegation model for re-
source consumption by the tenant [22]. The model requires 
the tenant to first ask for a grant of the resources, then sign 
a JWT for the resources indicating their acceptance of the 
terms (quota, pricing on the charged for attributes, etc.) 
and request a delegation of the resources from Saranyu to 
them. The JWT acts as a static (non-negotiable) contract 
between the tenant and the service, with the blockchain as 
the trust intermediary. Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the protocol.  
In Fig. 7, a service registers with Saranyu by issuing a 
/services POST REST command. The resource descrip-
tion JWTs contain the service’s JSON resource description 
documents in the format shown in Fig. 6. Saranyu creates 
delegation smart contracts of Solidity type Delegation in 
Quorum, delegating the resources from the service to 
Saranyu for each of the resources that the service offers. 
The delegation contracts contain the JWTs provided by the 
service in the /services POST call. These service-to-
Saranyu delegation contracts serve as the root of the dele-
gation contract chain, for subsequent tenant delegations of 
the service resources, and are recorded in Saranyu’s 
Saranyu_Manager contract.  
In Fig. 8, when a tenant requests a grant for a service 
resource through the Nubo Marketplace portal, the portal 
 
Fig 7. Service registration. 
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issues a /grants POST REST command to Saranyu. 
Saranyu then returns the service’s JSON resource descrip-
tion document and a signed JWT for the resource, indicat-
ing that it has authorization to issue the grant. The tenant 
generates a signed JWT from the JSON document through 
the portal, indicating acceptance of the grant, and the por-
tal issues a /delegations POST REST call to request a 
new delegation contract on behalf of the tenant, including 
the grantor JWT it received from Saranyu in the /grants 
response and the grantee JWT it generated for the tenant. 
During the /delegation call, Saranyu issues a callback 
to the service, allowing the service to account for the re-
source usage, and returns a positive response only if the 
service approves the resource usage. If the callback returns 
successfully, Saranyu generates a delegation contract for 
the tenant and links it to the parent. The grant-delegation 
model allows traceability of resource grants back from a 
tenant to the original service controlling the resource, 
through a linked chain of Delegation Solidity contract ob-
jects and their JWT fields. 
Although the current prototype only supports one level 
of subdelegation, the design accommodates extending the 
delegation chain, whereby the tenant could subdelegate 
the resource to another party. This would allow an enter-
prise tenant to request grants of resources for a collection 
of employees, then subdelegate the resources to the em-
ployees for example. The model also has room for delega-
tions to be revoked or suspended if, for example, a tenant 
doesn’t pay its bill and for delegations to time out after a 
time limit is exceeded, though these functions aren’t imple-
mented in the current prototype. More information on 
these design extensions can be found in [3]. 
4.5 Usage Tracking and Billing 
Tracking of service attribute usage and periodic billing are 
two other important functions provided by Saranyu. Most 
public cloud providers don’t make the technical details of 
their billing and usage tracking systems public but com-
pared to an example OpenStack billing system [23], the cur-
rent Saranyu prototype is much less featureful and would 
require additional work to make it production ready. In par-
ticular, the current prototype has fixed rates via the JSON 
service resource metrics description and fixed charging and 
billing without any scope for dynamic rating, rate negotia-
tion, coupons or discounts. Saranyu does, however, let the 
service charge for and report whatever usage attributes it 
wants, and does not limit the service to common IaaS/PaaS 
usage tracking like some charging and billing systems for 
OpenStack do. 
Fig. 9 illustrates the protocol for usage tracking. Saranyu 
provides a REST endpoint, /usage, for a service to record 
service resource attribute usage and for the Nubo portal to 
query for usage to display on a tenant’s service-specific 
dashboard. The service reports metrics usage through the 
/usage/metrics PUT command, while the /usage/met-
rics GET command returns an array of metrics usage rec-
ords to the Nubo portal. Each record has the following for-
mat: 
[ 
  { 
    "metric": string, #metric name 
    "unit": string, 
    "rate": integer, 
    "currency": string, 
    "usage": [ 
      { 
        "unitsUsed": integer, 
        "charge": integer, 
        "start_timestamp": integer, 
        "end_timestamp": integer 
 
Fig. 8. Tenant subscription. 
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      } 
    ] 
  } 
  ] 
 
The /usage/quota URI provides a way for a service to 
report and the Nubo portal to query for service re 
 
source attributes that are quota limited, both renewable 
and nonrenewable. The service reports quota attribute us-
age with the /usage/quota PUT command. The /us-
age/quota GET returns an array of JSON objects for the 
quota attributes formatted as follows: 
[ 
 { 
   "quota_attribute": string, #attribute name 
   "unit": string, 
   "unitsUsed": integer, 
   "quota": integer 
 } 
] 
 
We have also implemented an experimental billing ser-
vice for Saranyu based on paying the bill with Ethereum 
cryptocurrency, available at the /billing endpoint. The 
/billing/bills GET command allows the Nubo portal 
to query by tenant and service for unpaid bills or all bills in 
a particular time period. The /billing/payment POST com-
mand allows Saranyu to receive a callback from a listener 
registered on the private Ethereum blockchain when an 
ether transfer from the tenant account to the service ac-
count occurs, so the bill can be marked as paid. More sup-
port is needed for automatic settlement, as the current pro-
totype requires the tenant to make the payment manually 
through some Ethereum wallet, but this will likely require 
incorporating such wallet functionality into Saranyu. The 
Quorum blockchain also allows the retrieval of stored data 
for completed billing transactions using the Web3 SDK, in 
particular, using APIs such as getTransaction(txHash), en-
abling cloud service operators to learn about past usage 
and billing history of tenants. 
4.6 Performance and Scalability 
Saranyu performance and scalability were tested on a four 
VM deployment running on the OpenStack Rocky release 
in the Ericsson Research Datacenter (ERDC). The VM in-
stances were running Ubuntu 18.04 with 8 vCPUs, 16 GB of 
memory, and 20GB of ephemeral disk. The VMs were all run 
with anti-affinity constraints, to force scheduling on differ-
ent servers. Blockchain data was written to the VMs’ 
ephemeral disks.  
Three of the VMs were running Saranyu, Quorum Maker 
v2.5.1 [24] and Quorum v2.1.1. Quorum Maker allows easy 
management of a multi-node Quorum network from a sin-
gle Web portal. The consensus protocol run with Quorum 
was RAFT [16]. The fourth VM ran the benchmark load 
 
Fig. 9. Metric and quota resource attribute usage tracking. 
 
Fig. 10. Performance comparison of Saranyu and OpenStack Key-
stone v2, Havana release for tenant creation [25].  
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generator. Three benchmark runs were performed, and the 
measurements reported here are the average of the multi-
ple runs (3 for the Havana comparison and 2 for the scala-
bility study). Time was measured on the client side in the 
benchmark VM before the requests were sent and after all 
outstanding requests completed. 
The tests were run with two different load generation 
regimes: 
 Sequential—the load generator sent the requests se-
quentially to a single Saranyu node, waiting for the re-
turn of the REST call before sending another, resulting 
in one REST operation per transaction block.  
 Random—The load generator sent each of the re-
quests in a run in parallel to one of the three Saranyu 
nodes randomly chosen for each request, then waited 
for all requests in a run to complete; and the time for 
all the requests to complete in parallel was measured. 
Such load regime may result in the batching of multiple 
transactions in a transaction block. 
Note that the sequential regime is similar to how central-
ized database system without replication would work and 
reflects the measurements made on OpenStack Havana 
Keystone from the literature [25] so it is a fairer comparison, 
but the random regime is similar to how Saranyu would be 
used in a production deployment. 
4.6.1 Comparison with OpenStack Havana  
For comparisons of tenant creation and authentication, we 
searched the literature on OpenStack Keystone and found 
one performance study of Keystone v2 on the Havana re-
lease5 of OpenStack [25] that included tenant creation. The 
study was run on Ubuntu 13.10 with most services disabled, 
except for Keystone, MySQL, and LDAP. Although the au-
thor doesn’t say if Ubuntu was run directly on the hardware, 
other performance tests reported in the same study were 
run directly on the hardware. In comparison, the study re-
ported here on Saranyu was run on VMs, as described 
above.  
The Havana study measured the time taken for tenant cre-
ation, token generation, and token validation. 
 
5 Havana was released in 2013/2014. 
Measurements were made for Keystone running on two dif-
ferent backend database systems, LDAP and SQL, and two 
different token generation/validation schemes, UUID and 
PKI. Since Saranyu uses JWTs, which are self-validating, we 
report the Saranyu results here for tenant creation (/ten-
ants POST), which registers a new tenant by creating a rec-
ord for the tenant in the blockchain, and authentication 
(/authentication POST), which creates an authorizing JWT.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10 shows the results for the tenant creation opera-
tion (/tenants POST REST call). Saranyu tenant creation 
time is less than Keystone v2 for the sequential regime and 
is about half that of the Keystone v2 reported time for the 
random load generation regime, how a production deploy-
ment would function. In Fig. 11, the results for token crea-
tion (/authentication POST REST call) are shown. 
Saranyu is about 2.8x slower than Keystone v2 for the se-
quential regime, and slightly faster for the random regime, 
again how a production deployment would function.  
Overall, Saranyu compares favorably on these two oper-
ations with an early OpenStack release in a measurement 
regime that best mimics a production deployment. If a sim-
ilar amount of optimization were to be performed on 
Saranyu as has been performed on OpenStack over the last 
five years, performance is likely to improve substantially. 
4.6.2 Scalability Study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Performance comparison of Saranyu and OpenStack Key-
stone v2, Havana release for token creation [25]. 
Fig. 12. Scalability of service registration. 
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Scalability was measured by measuring the amount of time 
taken for the following operations: 
 Registering a service (/services POST) and deregister-
ing a service (/services DELETE) as a function of the 
number of calls, 
 Listing services (/services GET) as a function of the 
number of registered services, 
 Subscribing to a service resource by obtaining a rights 
grant delegation (/grants POST, /delegations POST) 
as a function of the number of tenants subscribing. 
Each operation was run for 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 75, 100, and 
200 (or also and additionally 150 and 300 in some cases) 
instances of the measured variable of interest, i.e. calls for 
registration and deregistration, and number of registered 
services for list services, and tenants subscribing in the case 
of subscriptions. Two timing measurements were made, the 
average of the two calculated for average total  
 
 
 
 
Two service resources were used for /services POST and 
/services DELETE. One resource, small-process, had two 
simple attributes, one renewable quota attribute, one non-
renewable quota attribute, and two metric attributes. The 
other resource, large-process, had two simple attributes 
and two metric attributes.  The resource used in the 
/grants operation was small-process. 
In Figs. 12 and 13, the results are shown for the /ser-
vices POST and /services DELETE calls. The time per op-
eration is roughly constant for the sequential regime. For 
the random regime, the time decreases as the number of 
services increases.  
In Fig. 14, the results of the /services GET measurement 
are shown. Unlike the other measurements, for the services 
list operation, the load generator sent the requests in par-
allel to a single node rather than selecting a node at ran-
dom. Again, the time per service decreases as the number 
of registered services increases.  
Fig. 15 contains the results of the subscriptions scalabil-
ity study. The graphs show the total time required to 
subscribe to a service by obtaining a rights grant delega-
tion as the sum of the per tenant averages for the /grants 
POST and the /delegations POST operations. The same 
trends as in the previous measurements can be seen.  The 
sequential time is constant and the random time  decreases 
as the number of simultaneous tenant subscriptions in-
creases. The per tenant subscription time for the random 
regime, is around 400 ms. at minimum. 
Overall, the scalability results for Saranyu look quite 
promising. None of the measured operations shows an ex-
ponential increase in time as the number of operations or 
services increases. For the random regime and for list ser-
vices, the time actually decreases as the number of opera-
tions increase, probably due to amortization of the block-
chain transaction overhead, though at some point it will 
reach a minimum. Naturally, for a large cloud system in a 
production environment with many thousands of services, 
additional work would be needed to ensure performance 
was maintained. 
5 RELATED WORK 
Saranyu’s rights delegation architecture was inspired by 
the Berkeley WAVE IoT rights delegation work [22]. WAVE 
is an IoT identity management, authentication, and author-
ization service defined on the public Ethereum blockchain 
for allowing rights delegation of access to IoT devices. For 
example, the owner of an apartment who signs up with 
AirBnB can delegate rights to the electronic lock to AirBnB, 
which can then sub-delegate to customers that rent the 
apartment. 
Another problem that has motivated our work is how to 
reduce hardware costs and software licenses/maintenance 
costs on a cloud using multi-tenancy. For example, [26] pre-
sents an architecture for achieving multi-tenancy by ena-
bling users to run their services in a multi-tenant SOA 
framework as well as providing an environment to build 
multi-tenant applications. If services deployed in the cloud 
can all share the same tenant and service management sys-
tem as in Saranyu, the cost of deploying a service is re-
duced and the service provider can pass the savings along 
to their customers. 
Fig. 13. Scalability of service deregistration.  
Fig. 14. Scalability of service list.  
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There are a few systems like Nubo that support service 
delivery based on blockchains and smart contracts. Bletch-
ley [27] is a project in Microsoft Azure to provide PaaS ser-
vices for authentication, authorization, key issuance, stor-
age, access, and lifecycle management, with the goal of en-
hancing Azure’s marketplace to allow tokenized assets. 
Similarly, the IBM Watson IoT platform [28] provides an 
open source smart contract system based on Hyperledger 
Fabric [29] for IoT use cases. The platform also includes a 
data mapping component to route the data to the block-
chain contract. These are system services designed for ap-
plication developers to design, implement, and deploy 
blockchain-based applications, and not end user systems 
for matching service providers to customers like Nubo nor 
do they explicitly provide for resource usage tracking and 
settlement from the platform.  
Finally, the big public cloud providers all have market-
place services for developers to offer services to end users 
and other developers and have charging and billing han-
dled by the platform [30][31][32]. These are production sys-
tems that handle millions of transactions per day across 
multiple availability zones. However, because they depend 
on opaque databases run by the cloud provider, if a dispute 
or a regulatory issue arises, the tenant is dependent on the 
goodwill of the cloud provider. Transparency is lacking into 
how these services function. With Nubo, multiple parties in 
a cloud or other service provider consortium can run the 
Saranyu dApp and write to the blockchain. Because the 
blockchain is tamper resistant and transparent, trust can be 
established between the parties and between them and 
their customers.  
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have presented the Nubo virtual services 
marketplace prototype. Nubo allows tenants to find and 
purchase access to virtual services such as a compute ser-
vice or a streaming media service, and for service providers 
to offer such services for compensation from their tenants. 
The heart of Nubo is Saranyu, a tenant and service manager 
based on a permissioned, distributed ledger, or private 
blockchain. Tenants and services sign up for accounts 
which are recorded on the blockchain as smart contracts. 
Services delegate resources to Saranyu, which then subdel-
egates them to tenants. Services can offer resource attrib-
utes that are quota limited or for which the tenant needs to 
pay, and Saranyu can handle the billing. Nubo includes 
support for integrating both services that natively support 
multitenancy and services that don’t, through the Service 
Manager. Performance measurement indicates that 
Saranyu is competitive with the performance of OpenStack 
Keystone from the Havana release, an early version of 
OpenStack that was at approximately the same stage of de-
velopment as Saranyu currently. 
One possible criticism of this work is that the blockchain 
is really only being used as a database, and since the Nubo 
marketplace in the prototype is being run by a single entity, 
namely the cloud provider, one could just as well use a da-
tabase with a Solidity programming interface and achieve 
the same results. This argument ignores one of the most 
important properties of the blockchain, that the records are 
tamper-evident and tamper-resistant [8]. These properties 
mean that in case of a dispute, the blockchain can be au-
dited by a third party to determine what actually happened. 
Regulators, auditors, and mediators can be given permis-
sion for read-only access to the blockchain in order to mon-
itor and audit activity. Industries which are heavily regu-
lated, like financial services and health care, especially ben-
efit, which is one reason smart contracts and blockchains 
are being investigated heavily by the financial services in-
dustry.  
In addition, while the Saranyu dApp only runs on a sin-
gle provider in the current prototype, there is no architec-
tural reason why multiple providers could not run the dApp 
in a consortium. Blockchains are particularly well suited to 
cases where multiple parties form a business ecosystem in 
which they cooperate in some cases and compete in others 
[8], and can establish trust between participants in the busi-
ness ecosystem and their customers. Saranyu could be ex-
tended to support such an ecosystem by allowing other 
entities than a single cloud provider to run the Saranyu 
dApp on the blockchain. 
Future work in Nubo would be to implement a Web por-
tal for service providers in addition to the current portal for 
tenants, that would automate the service on-boarding pro-
cess. The service provider could describe, register a service, 
and on-board their service through a Web application, by 
providing for example, the container images for the service, 
or for already registered services, check the list of current 
tenants. For the Service Manager, future work could include 
implementing more sophisticated kinds of orchestration 
systems, like Kubernetes [33] or orchestration into a public 
cloud provider. For Saranyu, future work could include 
completing the charging system so multiple types of cre-
dentials can be accepted, and settlement can proceed au-
tomatically without any tenant intervention unless a pay-
ment is rejected by the settlement processor. This could in-
volve using the Quorum private blockchain Constellation 
for storing charging credentials since they need to be kept 
private.  Extending Saranyu to multiple parties as men-
tioned above, implementing sub delegation, and 
 
Fig. 15. Scalability of subscription.  
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implementing selective authorization so enterprise tenants 
can selectively authorize certain services to employees in 
particular roles are additional features that could be added.  
Expanding Nubo out from the current focus on retail-
oriented, unnegotiated contracts, to include a more busi-
ness-to-business approach, would also be part of future 
work. In particular, many of the basic blockchain/smart 
contract properties discussed in Section 2, such as negoti-
ated smart contracts and mechanisms to enable dispute 
resolution and regulatory monitoring will be added. Any 
additional work in this direction should include implement-
ing support for the new European GDPR directive on pri-
vacy [34]. Currently, Saranyu stores contact information on 
the blockchain which interferes with the tenant’s right to be 
forgotten. Finally, even though Saranyu will benefit from 
continuing improvement in blockchain technology perfor-
mance, additional performance improvements in Saranyu 
need to be explored if Nubo is to be used in a production 
setting. In particular, we will be scaling up Nubo to handle 
larger data sets. 
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